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SCHEHERAZADE'S RISK
Male Voyeurism
and the
Female Narrative Gambit
Arthur J. Weitzman

51^^^ o genre of literature from the eighteenth-century has lost its
readership more than the collections usually falling under the
rubric of the oriental tale. A cloud has passed over this once
extremely popular form of reading that began with the Arabian Nights
(a medieval collection of Arab stories) in the first two decades of the
century,' and spiraled out of control as practically every Grub Street
hack as well as canonical writers contributed to this seemingly exotic
fashion.
A map of this literary terrain embraces the antipodes, from the
fantasies of Aladdin and his Enchanted lamp, Scheherazade's
marathon experiment in telling stories, the nightly rambles of Harun
Al-Rashid, Johnson's sobering tracing of the travels of an Ethiopian
prince Rasselas, to the pseudo-oriental high jinks of Caliph Vathek by
William Beckford.^ Yet today, with the exception of Rasselas, the
' MilLe et une nuits, trans. Antoine Galland, 12 vols. (Paris, 1704-1717). The Arabian Nights
(trans, anonymous), 12 vols. (London, c. 1705-1717).
' For detailed histories see Martha Conant, The Oriental Tale in England in the Eighteenth
Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 1908; rpt. New York: Octagon Books,
1966) and M. Pierre Martino, L'Orient dans la Litterature Eranfaise au XVIle et au XVUIe
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oriental collections of Arabian, Persian, Turkish, Chinese, and Mogul
tales attract few readers, save a few scholarly curiosity seekers.
Unexpectedly, one of these tales, "Aladdin" has been transformed
by the Disney studios into a commercially successful cartoon
receiving rave notices. Its appearance as a child's entertainment
reveals the fate of the original Arab collection, which was once read
by both adult and child. How distant it was from the original, I
could not help thinking in the dark moviehouse surrounded by
ten-year olds. They were oblivious to the freedom the producers
took in plot, characterization and theme, barely retaining the names
of the dramatis personae, the magical lamp and the genie of the lamp,
but so much is jettisoned!—even the most famous episode, for
example, the African magician's clever ruse of setting himself up as a
peddler exchanging new lamps for old. Greater changes occur with
the personalities. Originally a lazy, loutish and unworldly son of
tailor, Aladdin is now a street-wise Baghdad urchin, who filches food
from the merchants lining the Arab souk. The Hollywood princess,
a cross between a hoyden and shrew, exemplifies several twenti
eth-century themes, teen-age rebellion and feminist outrage at being
harrassed into marriage. In the English translation, she is a model of
eighteenth-century decorum, elegance and complaissance—a faithful
consort. In Disney, the old Caliph, a comic humbler like the father
from Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew, Signor Baptista of Padua,
cannot control his daughter's rages; in the original, he is a conscien
tious ruler, but dazzled by the gold and gems of Aladdin, which
qualify him to court the princess. The depersonalized genie
metamorphoses into a Borscht belt toomler (jokster) and a vehicle for
actor Robin Williams' wisecracks and mercurial behavior. Interest
ingly, he is also changeable like Ariel in the Tempest, a servant
creature who desires and achieves his freedom from servitude in the
end.
Siecle (Paris: 1906). For an early perspective, Henry W. Weber, "Introduction," Tales of the
East, vol. I (Edinburgh: 1812). Some modern and revisionist studies include, Arthur J.
Weitzman, "The Influence of the Middle East on English Prose Fiction, 1600-1725,"
unpublished dissertation. New York University, 1964; C. C. Knipp "The Arabian Nights
in England—Galland's Translations and its Successors,"of Arabic Literature^ 5 (1974):
44-54; The Arabian Nights in English Literature, ed. Peter L. Caracciola (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1988).
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New stereotypes replacing the old like the lamps surface in the
Disney version. For example, in the old, Aladdin's silver and gold
plate extracted from the underground treasure trove where the
original lamp was kept was brought to the local Jewish money lender,
who shrewdly cheated the ignorant Aladdin, by giving him a
twentieth of its value.
Apparently the eighteenth and nine
teenth-century reader found no objection to a shifty Jew. All
references to Jewish merchants in the movie have been suppressed.
In the Disney version, instead of China (the original setting), we gaze
upon Arab souks, palaces and stylized Middle-eastern cities with
supporting cast of Arab merchants with hook noses, evil looks and
violent propensities. These Arab stereotypes have caught the
attention of the Berkeley Committee for Fair Representation, an
American-Arab group, who complained bitterly of Hollywood's
insensitivity. Paradoxically, the director of this organization found
alternative stereotypes and scapegoats to blame for this trespass against
Arab sensibilites—the Jewish studio executives of Hollywood, who,
he claims, have caballed to demonize the Arab in the American
mind.^
There is a good reason for dwelling on this intertextual phenome
non, which goes beyond the multicultural issues that even the most
innocent child-oriented product of popular culture today offers.
From the longer perspective of history, we can see in Disney's
translation, whether the producers are aware of it or not, what
Antoine Galland, the French orientalist who first translated the Alf
Laylah wa Layah or Thousand and One Nights, in 1704 achieved in a
different genre. A distinguished orientalist, he adapted an alien
collection of folklore and exotica for an audience in search of novelty,
entertainment, and also good sense. So popular did this sanitized and
underplayed translation of the original Arabian street and cafe
amusement prove that within a year an English translation by an
anonymous Grub Street hack had appeared under the title Arabian
Nights Entertainments—2i made-up title that has stuck. A new vogue
had been introduced into Europe.
But which historical context do we use to account for the success
of oriental tales seemingly alien to a culture of waning aristocracy (at
least in England) and rising bourgeois ambitions. English literary
' Boston Glohe, 12 January 1993: 71.
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culture of the age of Queen Anne tended to take seriously Greek and
Roman negative images of the East and remained remarkably insular
and was rarely ever inspired by arts other than those originating in
France or Italy. Besides, the Muslim world had for centuries been at
war with Christian Europe and therefore was still feared. The Turks
had as late as 1683 laid seige to Vienna, and where the Turks
conquered, Islam was soon to follow.
In the older historicism, a context of new and clashing ideas, a
proto-Enlightenment (now unfashionable) has been cited by many as
the impetus for toleration, curiosity, and a desire to break out
mentally from European isolation. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's
remarks about the Turks, who had become a by-word among
Europeans for cruelty, barbarousness, and crudity, illustrate a new
spirit of openness. She was the rare European literate female visitor
to Istanbul in the years 1716-18, when she accompanied her husband,
the English Ambassador. Referring to the occasional murder of an
unfaithful wife or concubine—a common occurrence in the Arabian
Nights, she said, "One would imagine this defect in their government
should make such tragedies very frequent, yet they are extremely rare;
which is enough to prove the people not naturally cruel. Neither do
I think in many other particulars they deserve the barbarous character
we give them.'"* Steeped in the Arabian Nights, she was strongly
favorable, especially about their cultural significance; she wrote her
sister, "(excepting the enchantments) [the stories] are a real representa
tion of the manners here" (I, 385).
Moreover, the new anthropological ideas of the Enlightenment
focused on a conceptual model of man as "an archetype, a Platonic
idea or an Aristotelian form," as Clifford Geertz suggests of their
classical notions of anthropology. "In the Enlightenment's case,
[Geertz goes on] the elements of this essential type were to be
uncovered by stripping the trappings of culture away from actual men
and seeing what then was left—natural man."^ Hence the often
quoted remarks of David Hume; "Mankind are so much the same in
all times and places, that history informs us of nothing new or strange
in this particular. Its chief use is only to discover the constant and
^ Complete Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu^ ed. Robert Halsband (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1965), I, 408.
^ Interpretations of Culture (New York: Basic Books, 1973), 50.
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universal principles of human nature.'" Differences of dress,
government, manners are secondary to an understanding of mankind.
Within this historical context we may better understand and savor
Galland's translation and the English version, which became, after
eighteen editions, THE Nights, right up to the middle of the
19th-century, when fresh translations by Edward Lane and Richard
Burton were undertaken. The collection epitomizes eighteenthcentury story conventions and these anthropological assumptions.
Arabists claimed that Galland, so far from providing an accurate
conveyance into French, was an adaptor rather than literalist. The
inserted poetry of the Arab original has been expunged, as well as any
graphic sexuality. The racy prose style and colorful and salty
language gave way to the elegant and polite gestures of Louis XIV's
artistic milieu. Folklore was also slighted, so that instead of local
color—Arab merchants, souks, gardens, and the labyrinths of the
middle eastern metropolis—a transformed text pullulates with
apologues laden with messages of dutiful sons or daughters, kingly
responsibilites, the dangers of promiscuous sex, especially for women,
and the need for family continuity. Except for the supernatural
fantasies, the genii, magic rings, lamps, monsters, giant birds, flying
carpets, Galland kept the implicit romanticism of it all at bay.
In the story of "Aladdin" that Galland proffered to an unknowing
though receptive public, a familiar topos emerges akin to a Dick
Whittington tale with magic rings and a lamp instead of a cat.
Aladdin's cleverness and steadiness of purpose overcome the evil
magician (demonized even further because he is African). The
socially-rising hero uses his riches wisely, also in accord with the new
eighteenth-century ideology of regularizing property arrangements,
and marries the princess as his reward as a faithful lover. The
tradition of French romance is also detectable here.
It is also worth noting that Galland had no manuscript source for
this tale, but rather the story was told to him by a Christian
Maronite from Aleppo, who for six months narrated in Arabic such
stories as "Aladdin," "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," "Sleeper
Awakened" and the nightly wanderings in disguise of Caliph Harun
Al Rashid. A faithful scribe, Galland committed these tales to his
' Enquiries Concerning Human Understanding, ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge, 3rd ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1975), 83.
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crisp and circumspect prose. These comprise volumes nine, ten,
eleven, and twelve of the original 12-volume set. Oral transmission
is also part of the tradition of these Arabian stories, since they emei^e
out of a popular oral method of narration often considered beneath
notice of the serious Muslim scholar.^
This paper began by pondering the causes of the decline of the
oriental vogue in fiction in this period. As the Disney production of
"Aladdin" suggests, the stories can only survive if thoroughly and
ruthlessly modernized for popular taste and brought into compliance
with the conventions of children's TV cartoons. Another reason
must be the moralistic and bourgeois implications of the tales as
exemplifying the uplifting side of the Enlightenment. Notwithstand
ing the fantasies, Galland and the English translator stressed the
themes of duty, bending to authority, especially parental authority,
female compliance in marriage and harem, redemption through riches
and social mobility also through the acquistion of gold~a strong
attraction to the bullionist of the early eighteenth century, but which
carries little appeal to the modern reader.
Within the last decade, however, more and more analyses
centering on colonial and imperialist contexts have surfaced. The
recent projects in cultural materialism loosely denominated under the
rubric of New Historicism has once again repositioned the oriental
vogue. The new historicists claim that earlier orientalists ignored the
problematic nature of an "orient" made to serve European masters.
Orientalism as a field of study has been called into question by
Edward Said, James Clifford and kindred historians and anthropolo
gists,® who recogize an implicit power relationship with the Freudian
"other," in which the Occident defines and has authority over the
Orient as the "other." Those orientalists who seem to study the
orient and its cultural artefacts like the Arabian Nights (as we have
seen, a title of western invention) are really in this view engaging in
cultural hegemony.
The terms "exotic" and "eastern" as the
vocabulary of romanticism reveal in the words of Francis Robinson
"a Western interpretation of an Orient that cannot speak for itself."'
^ David Pinault, Story-Telling Techniques in the Arabian Nights (Leiden: Brill, 1992), 6.
® Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, 1978); James Clifford, Predicament of
Culture (Cambrid^: Harvard University Press, 1988).
' TLS, 14 August 1992: 22.
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"Exotic" encapsulates a Westerner gazing upon the orient as an
object of curiosity, aesthetics, or consumption. To these new cultural
materialists, for whom orientalism is a pejorative term, the eighteenthcentury tales anticipate and prepare for the Imperialism on the
horizon by constructing a Muslim and Eastern personality or the
"other"; these cultural constructions soon became a stereotype
justifying Western expansion. As one new-historicist put it, "the
oriental tales created images of Eastern society-any Eastern
society-wherein government was liable to be tyranny, justice to be
arbitrary, and punishment to be cruel; where love was a sudden
physical passion, dependent upon a single sight of the beloved; where
friendship could dissolve in jealousy and corruption."^®
But how much of this is deserved? It might be instructive to look
at one of the most familiar of tales, the frame structure, Schehera
zade's delaying tactics in telling stories for 1,001 nights to defer the
Caliph's murderous practice of marrying a new woman every day,
enjoying her at night and chopping her head off in the morning. A
significant and familiar story, Scheherazade's maneuvering encapsu
lates an important theme of the Nights, the anxiety of husbands for
the chastity of wives, male violence, and the implicit misogyny of the
Arab or any male who considers women interchangeable, or items of
consumption.^^
To one recent critic, Suzanne Pucci, the frame story may be seen
in a context of the exotic charms of women, multiple numbers of
them in a Muslim's harem.Having gone through a series of wives,
marrying and slaying them daily, the Sultan Schahriar has not
accumulated a household of women and concubines, but rather a
harem in sequence. Manipulated by Scheherazade, the latest of them.
Frances Mannsaker, "Elegancy and wildness: Reflection of the East in the eight
eenth-century imagination," Exoticism in the Enlightenment^ ed. G. S. Rousseau and Roy
Porter (Manchester: University of Manchester Press, 1990), 185. For feminist interpretations
of European visions of the East, see Lisa Lowe, Critical Terrains: French and British
Orientalisms (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), 1-74 and Billie Melman s less dogmatic
Women's Orients: English Women and the Middle East^ 1718-1918 (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 1992), 1-98.
" For a psychoanalytic view, see Jerome W. Clinton, "Madness and Cure in the Thousand and
One NightSy" in Fairy Tales and Societyy ed. Ruth B. Bottigheimer (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1986), 36-51.
"The Discrete Charms of the Exotic," Exoticism in the Enlightenment (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1990), 145-74.
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he delays his draconian policy of ensuring absolute fidelty. Instead of
a new woman, Scheherazade provides a surrogate each evening, a
narration, a story, an adventure, a fable to delight and divert literally
the Sultan, but each session breaks off at dawn thus fueling the
Sultan's desire and fascination for the next evening's episode. In this
gambit, the stories are ostensibly told to Dinarzade, Scheherazade's
sister, according to pre-arranged plan. The sister mediates between
the listener-ruler and narrator, who supplies the listener-ruler the
discrete objects of enjoyment, the stories. In another sense, the reader
is put in the same relationship as the Sultan, for like him, the reader
is also the recipient of the stories. These exotic entertainments, Ms.
Pucci ingeniously argues, follow what Roland Barthes maintains is the
"contractual nature of all narrative." The fictions like so many harem
concubines exist as objects of pleasure and are vicariously enjoyed by
both Sultan and reader; they are also exotic pleasures supplying the
eighteenth-century reader's voyeuristic impulses and collecting "rage"
as the stories pile up. (Eighteenth-century consumers loved to collect
curiosities from different and "exotic" cultures, china, laquered
furniture, lace, or Arabic manuscripts.) "The harem women held
captive in the other's gaze are exchangeable, translatable into the
spectacle of Western male dominance and hegemony," Ms Pucci
asserts. She concludes with the thought that the Western male's
envisioning the exotic remains an on-going western project of
collecting and consuming now focused on tourism and shopping,
modern forms of voyeurism.
This argument seems very satisfying to a trendy orthodoxy that
positions male voyeurism and consumerism at the heart of Western
art. There is just enough truth to dazzle us by its current relevance,
but it overlooks the dynamics of the Scheherazade story. This critic
who understandably focuses on art and the male gaze does scant
justice to the female subversion of the Sultan's violent resolve. For
one thing, the appeal of the frame tale of the Scheherazade-Dinarzade-Schahriar triangle is not to the eye but rather to the ear. The
visual imagery, consisting of the Sultan's discovery from a window of
the first wife's infidelity in the enclosed garden with a "gallant" is
rather perfunctory in the Anglo-French version.
(Our French
translator suppressed the detail that this gallant or lover is a black
slave.) The whole scene is summarized in two sentences. After the
Sultan's brother had seen the wife's infidelity from his apartments
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overlooking the garden, the Sultan was induced to discover for
himself the ocular proof and became a "witness of his own dishonor,
and of his wife's incontinence." Voyeurism is hardly the word to
describe what occurs here.
The real appeal is to the ear. At the same time as Scheherazade
follows the sultan's law, she cunningly undermines it night after night
until the Sultan has become cured of his malady. No odalisque in the
manner of the painterly tradition of semi-naked and voluptuous
oriental beauties, Scheherazade turns out to be a resourceful female,
literate (in a society where most people were illiterate), wise, and a
talented, well-prepared raconteur. Unlike Ingres's Odalisque with
Slave [Figure 1], Scheherazade is not the passive recipient of the male
gaze in a semi-naked recumbent position. She is pictured as the
young woman with the musical instrument in this painting pleasuring
the dozing odalisque. By some imaginative synthesis, Ingres has
ingeniously put the two different images together, the active and the
passive female, the active being well-clothed and the passive
semi-nude. Both female images in fact may be extracted from the
eclectic vision of male-female relations found in this Arab collection
of tales. The New Historicist version of the passive oriental "other"
as applied to the Arabian Nights is therefore one sided and flawed.
To return to Scheherazade's mission to save her society from the
Sultan's idea of punishment, one can now begin to appreciate her
heroic plan, in its own way as wily as Odysseus's scheme of the
wooden horse. Against the practical objections of her father, who
sincerely and strenuously counsels that she not marry the obsessive
Sultan, she bravely pushes on with her shrewd plan like a strong
female from a Shakespeare play. One recalls the stratagems of Portia
or Rosalind, resolute women who take charge and achieve their
objectives.
The drama of this framing device lay in the subtle method used by
the heroine to force a patriarch to listen, not just a night or two but
1,001 nights, using a series of suspense techniques to keep the slightly
crazed monarch at a pitch of excitement so that he will defer his usual
morning executions. The sexual satisfactions of the marriage have
been expurgated or suppressed by the translater Galland; no mention
is made of them in the Anglo-French version. The passive figure in
the tale is the Sultan, who listens, waits, and abides. The stress here
is on satisfaction to the ear and the mind, the cunning words and
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imagery that is finally the triumph of this collection. Is this The
Arabian Nights anticipating the tourist gaze at the veiled female in
Damascus, Amman, or Fez? Hardly! More likely the foreshadowings of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, Mary Shelley and Jane
Austen—to mention a few female raconteurs and readers of the Arab
stories.

